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This is a story about how Eggman killed all of Sonic's friends.Except for Shadow.Sonic has a new look
and he's out to get revenge on Eggman.
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0 - Prologue

Prologue

It was all his fault........It's his fault that my friends were killed.It's his fault that I have nothing to live for.It's
his fault.....for everything thats happened to me.I'll never forget the day he destroyed my life.It was a day
like any other.We were all relaxing at the beach,no worries in the world.That was when he made his
move.He appeared in one of his old crafts,the Egg Carrier.He launched what seemed like an endless
barrage of rockets.I managed to escape,but when the barrage ended and he left.There was all my
friends,laying there,lifeless.I then mad a vow that I would kill him for what he had done.So I then left the
destroyed beach and ran to Station Square.It was still intact for the time being.A ran down the streets
searching for the only one who wasnt at the beach,Shadow.I couldnt find him,so I decided to try and
stop Eggman myself.

I waited for several hours on top o a building,waiting.I then saw the Egg Carrier,already had it's laser
cannon charged and ready to fire.I ran down the building,ran up another,and launched into myself into
the sky.Eggman spotted me and had already formulated a plan.When I got up to the Egg Carrier.He
fired the laser cnnon's giant blast of energy at me.I was hit and was sent flying at least 60 miles away.

When I woke up,I could see the remains of what Station Square used to be.I clenched my fists in
anger.But I was a little worried about Shadow.I was hoping he made it out okay.I then turned in opposite
direction and started walking away from the remains of Station Square.It was like I was walking away
from my past at that moment,and all I could think about was killing Eggman.I also was wondering if I
could even stop him.I was hoping that my anger wouldnt distract me.

After a few minutes of walking,I stopped and looked back.I could no longer see the ruins of Station
Square.I must've jugged instead of walked.I turned back and looked down
and saw a shadow of a different being.I looked up and there was Metal Sonic,4 feet away from me.The
jet on his back fired up and he charged at me.Before I could do anything,I felt a strong pain across my
eye.He had gotten to me faster than I thought.I turned around and saw Metal Sonic with a Chaos
Emerald.When I got a look at the Chaos Emerald,it wasnt like any other Chaos Emerald,it was
black.Metal Sonic used Chaos Control and jumped up into the sky.He then disappeared.

A week past and the wound on my eye turned into a scar.In that week,I had made to swords with scraps
of metal I found on my journey to find Eggman.My hair had changed and so had my color.My spikes and
fused so I only had to spikes on my head.I had also turned a lighter shade of blue.I figured that this
would be my new look for awhile and I accepted it.I would no longer be known as Sonic the
Hedgehog.From now on...Im Sonic 2.0.



1 - Friend or Foe?

I was finaly ready to face Eggman.I had all my supplies packed into a bundle tied to a stick.When I had
everything packed.I ran in the direction I was already going,Southeast.
After 2 hours of running,I found a city that wasnt destroyed by Eggman.The city was called Glitzdale.It
was a fairly large town with alot of citizens.I was hoping Eggman wouldnt be here for awhile,I dont want
all these people to die.

As I walked through the busy city,I got alot of weird looks.I could also hear people say some things
about me.Like,"What the heck is that" or "Whats with the walking piece of fuzz".I soon got a little
irratated about what the people were saying so I got into a less crowded part of Glitzdale.I was still
getting weird looks and some words,so I then decided to just hang around on top of a building.I found a
pretty big tower and ran to the top of it.It wasnt long before I was relaxing and looking out into the view.

Suddenly,I saw this white blur jumping from building to building.The blur jumped on to the building I was
on and I grabbed it's foot.I soon realized it was hedgehog that looked just like me only he was white.The
hedgehog soon started yelling at me."WHAT THE HECK DID YOU DO THAT FOR??!!" screamed the
hedgehog. "I WAS DOING MY DAILY ROUND OF JUMPING AND NOW YOU'VE RUI-" the hedgehog
sooned realized that he looked like me and lowered his one of voice. "Whats your name?" asked the
white hedgehog. "Sonic" i answered "Im Randy,but you can call me Sparky" said the hedgehog. "Your
not from around here are you? I can kind tell by your look,those swords,that bundle on a stick,that scar
on your eye" ".....your right....im not from around here. I come from a far off city called Station
Square...well,what used to be Station Square" i said. "Used to be? What happened to it?" asked Sparky"
"Well,one of my enemies,Dr.Eggman,came in one of his old crafts,the Egg Carrier,and he destroyed
it,along with all my friends." i said "Dr.Eggman...hm,he's been reported on the news channel on how he
is destroying cities to conquerhe world" said Sparky

We talked for about an hour about how Eggman is destroying cities and lives,and in that hour,we
became close friends and decided to stop him together.After that,he got packed and we set off on the
journey together."Hey,is there any of your friends that are still alive?" aked Sparky "One,his name is
Shadow AKA,the Ultimate Lifeform.At least I think he's still alive.He wasnt with us when Eggman killed
my other friends."i answered "Shadow.....OH....he's still alive,He was on the news on how he found a
Chaos Emerald.It was in Sparks Town.I guess we should go there to find him" said Sparky "Heck yeah
we should" i said. It wasnt long before we were speeding off towards Sparks Town.



2 - Sparks Town

Chapter Two

4 days ha passed when we finaly got to Sparks Town.We were so tired from all the running we did.The
only time we stopped for a rest was on the first day,we ran the rest of the days.We decided to camp out
for awhile before we started searching for Shadow.We thought that when we got our energy back,it
would be easier to find Shadow.So we found a spot about 34 feet away from Sparks Town,and fell
asleep.

We woke up several hours later.When I stood up,i look up at the sky.The was already setting.As soon as
I saw the sky,I sped off into Sparks Town,leaving Sparky in the dust.
I soon found my self in the center of Sparks Town.I then started asking people if they saw a black
hedgehog,but all I kept getting was things like,"Yeah,he found a Chaos Emerald" or "Sorry,but no I
havent seen him". Until I came to a man in all white,I asked him and he said, "Yes I have,he left Sparks
Town about 2 days ago". I was stunned,to think I came to Sparks Town to find Shadow...and he left 2
days ago.I was a little irratated when I finally found out what happened to Shadow.

The man then said something else"if your looking for him,he said something about going back to his
home...his home was called,uhhh,Space Colony ARK or something like that". I was then suprised. About
5 seconds after he said that,I was already back at the camping spot.I grabbed Spark and we started
charging towards the next town to find something that could send us into space.

I already know what I need to get to Shadow,but the only one I know who has one is Metal Sonic,and it's
gonna be pretty hard finding him.



3 - Battle for the Black Chaos Emerald Part One

We were on our way to find Metal Sonic and to get that black Chaos Emerald.I knew it wouldnt be
easy.Metal Sonic was always a metalic pain in the butt when he had the power of a Chaos Emerald.I
was also thinking about how he got a black Chaos Emerald,there were only 7 Chaos Emeralds along
with the Master Emerald.I was guessing that Eggman figured out a way to make Chaos Emeralds.

After several hours of running,we came to a part of the land that turned from a grassy feild,to a flat waste
land.When I stepped on to it.I felt a strange feeling surge through my body.Like a jolt of electricity
suddenly struck me.
When we were on the waste land,we never ran,we wanted to walk to see if we could find anything
unusual.

I could see jet streams in the sky.They were huge,so I presumed they belonged to the Egg Carrier.We
followed the jet streams for an hour and walked at least 4 miles.All of a sudden,I could see a small
amount of light charging towards us,I couldnt figure out what it was until it got closer.And at that
moment,I suddenly knew that it was Metal Sonic.He had his arm infront of him,his sharp fingers pointed
directly at me.When he was 2 feet away from me,and his sharp fingers ready to slash,I grabbed his
wrist,jumped up and slammed him down on the ground.I then jumped 4 feet away and unsheathed my
swords.

Metal Sonic stood up and glared at me with his red eyes.I readied myself for attack,he then started
laughing."Sonic,you pathetic fool" said Meatal Sonic "Im gonna destroy you with one blow with the black
Chaos Emerald" His chest opened up and he took out the black Chaos Emerald.Dark energy then
started to surround him,it kept getting bigger and bigger until it was 24 feet in diameter.The enery then
turned solid black,and Metal Sonic caused a huge explosion that was bigger then a atom bomb's
explosion.I thought it was all over,I thought I was gonna die,but all of a sudden..... TO BE CONTINUED



4 - Battle for the Black Chaos Emerald Part Two

Suddenly Sparky jumped infront of me and his whole body started to glow white.When the black
exploion hit him,it desentagrated.When it was completely gone,Sparky looked back at me and
smirked.See,I can do something besides just tag along and talk.Metal Sonic looked irratated since his
plan to destroy me failed.He soon charged at us.Sparky jumped out of the way,I grabbed Metal Sonic's
hand and cut off his arm with one of my swords.

He jumped back and looked at his cut off limb.He red eyes glowed even more red than usual.He was
pretty mad at what I did.His other fist clenched shut and he charged at me once again.I stood up and
charged at him as well.When our bodies met,I grabbed his head,jumped up and slammed it into the
ground.He jerked up to his feet and he kicked me in the gut.I was sent flying 50 feet away.I didnt think
he was that powerful.So I tightened my grip on my sword handles and ran at him,going at least 200
mph.He used Chaos Control and disappeared when I was close to him.He reappeared behind me,my
eyes shifted back and I made my body turn around.I then slashed him in the chest with one of my
swords and stabbed him in the chest with the other.

He fell to his knees."No.....theres no way it can end like this" said Metal Sonic. "To bad...it just did" I said.
I slashed down and my sword's blade went half way through his head.Metal Sonic red eyes disappeared
and he fell on his chest.I then took the black Chaos Emerald from his hand."Come on Sparky,lets get
going,we need to find Shadow." I said. "You got it!" yelled Sparky.He ran to me and touched my
shoulder.Then I used Chaos Control and we were transported
to Space Colony ARK.



5 - ARK:Metal or Lifeform

The Chaos Control soon transported us to Space Colony ARK.It was dark and quiet,and that was pretty
weird.Last time I was here,it was an active space station.But now,it looks like it hasnt been touched for
years.Me and Sparky soon started walking down the corridors of the ARK.Looking for any sign of
Shadow.

We soon came to a large metal door.It was bolted shut and it was different from all the other
doors.Sparky and I tried to bust it down,but it was basicly invincible.We were thinking of giving up when
we suddenly we heard a small crash,opposite of us.

We quickly turned around and ran as fast as we could down the hallway.I was hoping that the crash was
a good thing,maybe it was Shadow.When we reached the end of the hallway,the wall infront of us had
been blasted through.We jumped through the hole in the wall and there,we saw Shadow.I ran up to him
and the next thing I knew,there was cut across my chest.I looked at the cut,then I looked back at
Shadow.I then figured out that it wasnt him,it was something covered in metal.His left hand was covered
with blood from my cut.I when I finaly sumed up the results,I had not found Shadow,but something like
Metal Sonic."So,you found me,I wasnt expecting you guys to be here" said the metal stranger.

"Who.....are you?" asked Sparky "Why..Im Metal Shadow" said Metal Shadow "What have you done with
the real Shadow?" I asked "I took him down in one blow" said Metal Shadow. "WHAT??!!" I yelled



6 - Dark 2.0. VS The Imposter

"How.....could you just....kill him" I said "Simple....with this"said Metal Shadow.2 Chaos Emeralds then
appeared around his body."Hmmm...great.More Chaos Emeralds"I said "2 against 1,thats hardly fair."
"Stop complaining,your not gonna die...yet." said Metal Shadow

The 2 Chaos Emeralds he had suddenly began to glow.After that,they sunk into Metal Shadow's body
and he glew red and yellow."Heh heh heh,lets take care of your little white friend over there" he said
happily. He pointed his fingers at Sparky and his fingers shot out and stabbed through Sparky's
body."Gh....." said Sparky.And that was the last word he said.He then fell to the ground and his body
desentagrated into a white mist and dissapeard.

I stood there looking at Metal Shadow,my body then began to burn with rage.I tightened my grip on the
black Chaos Emerald and it began to crack.About 7 seconds later,the black Chaos Emerald
busted.Black energy sunk into my body and my whole body changed.My pupiles turned black,my eyes
turned red,and my hair turned a dark shade of blue.

I knew that I wasnt 2.0. any more.I was Dark 2.0. The powers of 1000 suns started to surge through my
body.And at that moment,I charged at Metal Shadow,my arms turned into blades of energy,and I cut him
in half.Metal Shadow started laughing,and then his body regenerated and it looked like I didnt even put a
scratch on him.

Metal Shadow's arms then extended,grabbed me,and threw me into the wall.He then charged at me and
stabbed me in both of the arms.I yelled in pain and kicked him in the chest and sent him flying 40 feet
back.His body healed it's self once again.

He teleported appeared behind me and stabbed me in the back and his hand came out the other side of
my body.He took his hand out.I screamed in pain once again and fell to my knees.Metal Shadow then
raised up his arm,and then all of a sudden....... TO BE CONTINUED



7 - Shadow Strikes Back

All of a sudden,a blast shot through Metal Shadow's head.At first I didnt know what was going on,until I
looked behind him.And there he was,Shadow the Hedgehog,standing on a pile of steel that a busted
wall formed into."Hm...Sonic,I knew one day I would have to save your tail.but we'll talk later,first I have
to turn this imposter into scrap metal." said Shadow. "Your gonna regret that" said Metal Shadow. Metal
Shadow then made his hands shoot out from his wrists and they headed straight for Shadow.Shadow
grabbed the chains the hands were connected to and pulled Metal Shadow towards him.He then kicked
Metal Shadow in the head and made a huge dent.

Shadow pulled the chains and ripped off both his arms."What the...why cant I regenerate?!!!!" yelled
Metal Shadow."Oh...dont you need these to give you the power to regenerate?" said Shadow as he held
up the 2 Chaos Emeralds Metal Shadow once had."Oh.....crap" said Metal Shadow "but it doesnt
matter...i dont need them." Metal Shadow then began to laugh "I can take you both down in one
blow...by turning my body and the whole ARK into a bomb."Metal Shadow's body turned pure red and
the whole ARK began to shake. "Oh no....Sonic we gotta get outta here" said Shadow as he ran over to
Sonic.Shadow then made the emeralds spin around Sonic and heal all his wounds.Sonic had also
reverted back to normal 2.0.

"Wh-...what happened?" I asked "No time to explain,gotta go,bomb,ARK,both bombs...YOU GET THE
PICTURE RIGHT??!!" asked Shadow. I slowly nodded my head.Shadow grabbed my wrist and used
Chaos Control to send us back to Earth.



8 - A Hero's Sacrifice

About 8 seconds in Chaos Control,we were back on Earth.I was glad to see Shadow again,but there
was something stll happening.The ARK was going to explode soon.An explosion that big could take out
half the planet.I thought for a couple of minutes and no ideas came to my mind.

"Sonic,it's not over.Theres something I can do to stop this" said Shadow "What?" I asked "Im gonna use
the Chaos Emeralds power and try and stop the explosion.An explosion that big wont just take a big part
of the Earth,it will be big enough tio make a black hole and suck up the rest of the Earth. I probaly wont
make it out alive" said Shadow "You cant,I finaly find you and your gonna sacrifice yourself? Thats just
plain stupid!" I yelled "Dont try to stop me.I've served my time on this planet.And now it's time to pay my
dues.I know you wont forget me." said Shadow as he gave me one of his wrists rings. I looked at it and a
tear fell from my eye.

I wiped it off and gave Shadow a thumbs up and I smirked."Go do hat you need to do Shadow" I said.
"It's been nice knowing you Sonic the Hedgehog..I guess what Im trying to say is that..it was a pleasure
to be your friend...see ya" said Shadow as he used Chaos Control.He disappeared,and about 10
minutes later,I could see the explosion getting closer,until Shadow's Chaos Control stopped it and it
exploded within the Chaos Control.I knew that was the last time I'll ever see Shadow,but Im sure glad I
met him.Then I felt a poke on my back.I turned around and I saw Sparky."WHAT
THE?!!!..you....ARK...explosion...KABOOM!!!,I thought you were dead." I yelled

"Uh..no,when you were asleep I used the black Chaos Emerald to clone myself.Same
speed,personality,you know....everything. said Sparky. "Well Im just glad your stll alive." I said



9 - Partners Forever

It wasnt long before me and Sparky were in the next town.It was a small town,but we managed to find
what we needed.After we were packed ready,we set off again to find Eggman.

Along the way,we came across a huge crater.I thought it was created by a meteor.When I looked back
at Sparky,he was gone.I then saw him sliding down of the crater.I was annoyed at him for not telling me
what he was going to do,but I decided to forget about it and started sliding down the crater as well.When
we both reached the bottom,we started looking around.

About 30 minutes of searching,I was thinking about giving up,but when I was headed towards the side of
the crater to climb out,I tripped over something soft.I then stood up to see what I tripped over.

It was orange and had a little bit of white on it.I then turned it over and I couldnt believe my eyes.It was
Tails!He was unconsious,but it was Tails!When Sparky came over to see,he was suprised as
well."Hey,isnt that your old friend Tails?" asked Sparky "YEAH!!!!" I yelled. I then picked up Tails and me
and Sparky jumped out of the crater.

About 5 hours past before Tails started to wake up.When his eyes were opened all the way,he looked at
me."S-.....Sonic?Is that you?" asked Tails "You know it is" I answered. "I thought you were obliterated
like the others" said Tails "Im only alive because I hopped in Cyclone and flew off." "No,Im alive because
theres nothing in the world that can out run me." I said "Heh heh,Im so glad your here.I thought I was
going to have to save the world all by myself" said Tails. "YOU????!!!!!!,SAVE THE WORLD!!!!????" I
yelled before I started laughing. "Yeah,I could never save the world all by myself" said Tails.

After awhile,we all fell asleep,happy as can be........
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